INTRODUCTION
JTC Drum & Loop pedal is designed by guitar players and for guitar players who like jamming and improvising. Plug your guitar and start jamming. JTC could detect your speed and quantize the loop to follow the drum automatically. You can record a loop up to 6 minutes and then start adding or you can record melody layers as many as you want. It has a multi-functional footswitch. You can set loop tempo while only playing drum, holding footswitch to turn drum on/off, loop start/stop and you can understand the last layer while playing loop.

Features
- Smallest 24 bits loop pedal with drum machine.
- 10 Drum patterns in different music styles and Melanone.
- Up to 6 minutes recording, unlimited layer.
- Smart Tap Tempo drum machine.
- Drum and Loop volumes can be adjusted separately.
- Hold the footswitch to use only drum function and control the speed with footswitch.
- True-bypass and analog dry-through.

Multi-Functional Footswitch
- Press once to Record/Play/Delay Loop.
- While playing loop, press and hold to Undo/Play the last layer.
- Double press to Stop, press and hold to Clear Loop.
- Without loop and hold for 1.5 sec to play drum only. When the drum is playing, you can hold for 1.5 seconds to stop the drum.
- While drum is playing without loop, you could use SMART TAP TEMPO to control the speed.
- Smart Tap Tempo. Press more than twice if the time distance is less than 1.5 sec (1/999). JTC interprets as Tap Tempo.
- While playing loop, you could press DRUM button to add drum machine, the drum will follow the loop speed automatically (JTC already detected the loop speed).

More
- Drum only. Press DRUM button to start drum machine without loop, the initial speed is 999 BPM. You could adjust the speed by Smart Tap Tempo.
- Press and hold the footswitch for 1.5 sec while no loop, you could start drum machine. You could adjust the speed by Smart Tap Tempo. Press and hold the footswitch for 1.5 sec again, you could stop drum machine.

Drum Styles
- ROCK
- METAL
- BLUES
- ROCK
- SLOW
- POP
- JAM
- R&B
- Blu
- Metal
- Folk
- Funk
- R&B
- Blues
- Dance

* Specifications may change without notice.